
Introduction: Pre-final mini-project 

In preparation for your final exam project, you will have an opportunity to sharpen your knowledge of 

the methods and techniques we’ve studied and your presentation skills.  (Your final will be a 

presentation, in part.) 

Your mission:  

Prove your assigned topic correct.  

Then tell the audience what methods you used and what truths or questions were ignored in your proof. 

 

Requirements: 

 First minute: Use two methods/techniques from your notes to convince your audience of your 

urban legend/conspiracy theory/old wives tale.   

 Second minute: Switch modes and tell your audience the questions or truths that were ignored 

in your proof. 

 See rubric for more information and expectations. 



 

Student Name:

r -5: No rubric

Date: Period: _______________

CATEGORY Great! Good Average Lacking

PowerPoint (10 

points)

PowerPoint is professional, 

meaning that it provides a 

guide for the student 

presentation but does not 

require the student's attention 

and is appealing to the 

audience members' eyes.

Student depends on the slides 

too much; slides are useful but 

sometimes unprofessional.

Student reads from or speaks 

to the slides; visual aspect of 

presentation does not enhance 

the effectiveness thereof.

Slides are distracting and are 

too wordy, causing the student 

to read from the slides and the 

audience members confusion/ 

disinterest.

Preparedness (5 

points)

Student is completely 

prepared.

Student seems pretty prepared 

but might have needed a 

couple more rehearsals.

The student is somewhat 

prepared, but it is clear that 

rehearsal was lacking.

Student does not seem at all 

prepared to present.

Time-Limit (5 points) Presentation is 2 to 2.5 minutes 

minutes long.

Presentation is less than 2 

minutes but more than 1.5 

minutes long or is more than 

2.5 minutes.

Presentation is less than 1.5 

minutes but more than 1 

minutes long.

Presentation is less than 1 

minutes long.

Attire (5 points) Business attire, very 

professional look.

Casual business attire (khakis, 

polo, button-down shirt w/o tie 

or jacket).

Casual business attire, but wore 

sneakers or jeans with a suit 

jacket.

General attire not appropriate 

for presentation (jeans, t-shirt, 

shorts).

Pauses (5 points) Pauses and transitions were 

used effectively to improve 

meaning and/or impact.

Pauses and transitions were 

effectively used on most 

occasions to improve meaning 

and/or impact.

Pauses and transitions were 

used but were not effective in 

improving meaning or impact.

Pauses were not intentionally 

used.

_________/30 points

A Very Convincing Presentation
English IVB


